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57 ABSTRACT 
The present invention pertains to a removable dimmer 
attachment for a portable incandescent lamp. A con 
ductor cord connects the lamp to a source of alternat 
ing current and is divided into two sections. The two 
sections of the lamp cord are connected by a plug and 
receptacle for operation of the lamp in the normal 
manner. The removable dimmer attachentis connected 
between the two sections of the lamp cord when de 
sired and provides variable control over the level of ill 
lumination from the lamp. The connections between 
the two sections of the lamp cord and the connections 
of the lamp cord to the dimmer attachment are polar 
ized. 

6 Claims, 13 Drawing Figures 
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REMOVABLEDMMER ATTACHMENT FOR A 
PORTABLE LAMP 

The present invention relates to a dimmer attach 
ment for a portable type of lamp. It relates, more par 
ticularly, to a removable dimmer attachment for con 
necting an incandescent lamp to a source of alternating 
Current. 

An object of the invention is to provide a dimmer at 
tachment which can be installed or removed from an 
incandescent lamp such as a table or floor lamp when 
desired without interfering with normal use of the 
lamp. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a dim 

mer attachment for a portable lamp which can be sold 
as a separate unit for installation when desired. Under 
these conditions, the cost of the dimmer attachment 
does not have to be included in the price of the lamp 
as such and the dimmer attachment can be added at 
any time. This not only eliminates the cost of the dim 
mer attachment from the selling price of the lamp, but 
the lamp manufacturer need assume no responsibility 
for operation or servicing of the dimmer attachment. 

In addition, the dimmer attachment can be removed 
for use with similar lamps when desired and can be re 
turned to the store for replacement or service, if re 
quired, without interfering with use of the lamp or re 
quiring that the entire lamp be returned. 
Another feature of the invention is that it reduces the 

inventory which has to be kept on hand to supply re 
quests for lamps with or without dimmers as the subject 
dimmer attachment can readily be installed by the store 
when it wishes to convert a non-dimming type of lamp 
to a dimming type of lamp. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention will 

become apparent and will be better understood from 
the following description and the accompanying draw 
ings, in which: 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view illustrating a portable 

lamp having a lamp cord with a dimmer attachment 
embodying the invention installed therein; 
FIG. 2 is a plan view in partial section of the dimmer 

attachment shown in FIG. 1 with the dimmer attach 
ment being installed in the lamp cord; 
FIG. 3 is a side view in partial section of the dimmer 

attachment shown in FIG. 2 with the dimmer attach 
ment being installed in the lamp cord; 
FIG. 4 is an end view of one end of the lamp cord as 

seen from line 4-4 of FIG. 3; 
FIG. 5 is a fragmentary end view of one end of the 

dimmer attachment as seen from line 5-5 of FIG. 3; 
FIG. 6 is a fragmentary view of a second end of the 

dimmer attachment as seen from line 6-6 of FIG. 3; 
FIG. 7 is an end view of a second end of the lamp 

cord as seen from line 7-7 of FIG. 3; 
FIG. 8 is a bottom view in partial section of the cover 

of the dimmer attachment shown in FIG. 3 with the 
ends of the lamp cord connected thereto; 
FIG. 9 is a side view of a lamp cord with the ends of 

the lamp cord separated; 
FIG. 10 is a side view of the lamp cord shown in FIG. 

9 with the ends of the cord joined; 
FIG. 11 is a side view of the lamp cord with a remov 

able dimmer attachment in position for connection to 
the ends of the lamp cord in accordance with the inven 
tion; 
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FIG. 12 is a side view of the lamp cord and removable 

dimmer attachment shown in FIG. 11 with the ends of 
the lamp cord connected to the dimmer attachment; 
FIG. 13 is a schematic wiring diagram for a remov 

able dimmer attachment embodying the invention. 
Referring now to the drawings in detail, there is a 

portable lamp 20 having the usual socket and an incan 
descent lamp bulb (not shown). 
The lamp 20 has a dual or twin conductor cord 21 

which is split or divided into two sections 22 and 23. 
The upper section 22 or the cord 21 is connected to a 
socket of the lamp 20 in the usual manner. If desired, 
this connection may be made through a switch (not 
shown) or the like. One conductor of the cord 21 is 
connected to the metal screw shell of the lamp socket 
and the other conductor is connected to the center 
contact of the socket. The lower section 23 of the split 
cord 21 has a plug 24 attached to one end thereof. The 
plug 24 has a pair of spaced contact prongs 24a and 
24b connected to the conductors for insertion in the 
usual wall outlet or receptacle (not shown) which con 
nects the lamp 20 to a source of alternating current. 
The lower section 23 of the conductor 21 also has a 

receptacle 25 formed at the other end thereof. The re 
ceptacle 25 has socket-like contacts 25a and 25b which 
are embedded in the end of the receptacle and which 
are connected to the conductors of the cord section 23. 
One end of the upper section 22 of the conductor 

cord 21 is connected to the lamp socket for the lamp 
20 as described above and a plug 26 is formed at the 
other end thereof. The plug 26 has contact prongs 26a 
and 26b which are surrounded by a wall 26c and which 
engage with the contacts 25a and 25b of the receptacle 
25 when the two sections of the split cord are joined to 
gether as shown in FIG. 10. 
The wall 26c defines a recess which is shaped to re 

ceive the end of the receptacle 25 and which also polar 
izes the connections between the plug 26 and the re 
ceptacle 25. In other words, the receptacle 25 can only 
be connected to the plug in one position and predeter 
mined connections between the plug 24 and the socket 
of the lamp 20 are maintained. It will be understood 
that other means for polarizing the connections be 
tween the plug and receptacle may be employed if de 
sired. 
The socket-like contacts 25a and 25b are embedded 

in the end of the receptacle 25 so that they will not be 
exposed when the receptacle 25 and the plug 26 are 
disconnected. In addition, the contact prongs 26a and 
26b of the plug 26 are protected by the upstanding wall 
26c which defines the shaped recess in the plug. As has 
been described, the shape of the recess defined by the 
wall 26c and the shape of the receptacle 25 are em 
ployed to polarize the connections between the plug 26 
and the receptacle 25. 
When the plug 26 is inserted in the receptacle 25, as 

shown in FIG. 10, the two sections 22 and 23 of the 
lamp cord 21 are joined and the lamp 20 may be oper 
ated in the usual manner. 
When the plug 26 is removed from the receptacle 25, 

the two sections 22 and 23 of the cord 21 are separated 
and a lamp dimming attachment 27 may be inserted be 
tween the sections 22 and 23 of the cord 21 as shown 
in FIGS. 11 and 12. 
As shown best in FIGS. 3 and 8, the lamp dimming 

attachment 27 comprises a hollow housing of insulating 
material formed by a cover 28 and a base 29. The cover. 
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28 contains the dimmer components and circuit shown 
schematically in FIG. 13 which will be described here 
inafter. 
In the dimmer attachment 27, a receptacle 30 is 

mounted at one end of the housing in a recess shaped 5 
to receive the plug 26 on the upper section 22 of the 
lamp cord 21. The receptacle 30 which corresponds to 
the receptacle 25 on the lower section 23 of the con 
ductor cord 21, contains spaced socket-like contacts 
31a and 30b to receive and engage with the contact 10 
prongs 26a and 26b of the plug 26. 
A plug 31 is mounted in a recess at the other end of 

the housing which is shaped to receive the receptacle 
25 on the lower section 23 of the lamp cord 21. The at 
tachment plug 31 corresponds to the cord plug 26 on 
the upper section 22 of the conductor cord and has 
spaced contact prongs 31a and 31b of the receptacle 
25. As noted, the prongs 31a and 31b are located in a 
recess which is shaped to receive the end of the cord 
receptacle 25. As noted, the plug 31 and the receptacle 
30 of the dimmer attachment 27 mate, respectively, 
with the receptacle 25 and plug 26 on the two cord sec 
tions 22 and 23 with the connections being polarized to 
maintain the desired connections from the lamp 20 to 
the plug 24. 
A suitable circuit for the dimmer attachment 27 is 

shown schematically in FIG. 13. In the circuit illus 
trated, a conductor 32 connects the contact 30a of the 
receptacle 30 to the contact 31a of the plug 31. The 
other contact 31b of the plug 31 is connected by leads 
33, 33' to the other contacts 30b of the receptacle 30 
through an on-off switch 34, a filter coil 35 and a thy 
ristor 36. The thyristor 36 may be a Quadrac or the 
like. An R-C phase shift control network which in 
cludes a variable resistance or potentiometer 37 and a 
condenser 38 is connected across the thyristor 36 and 
the filter coil 35 with a junction between the resistance 
37 and the condenser 38 being connected to a gate ele 
ment of the thyristor 36. This will provide substantially 
full range (zero to 120 volts) control over the alternat 
ing current supplied to the lamp. The on-off switch 34 
and the variable resistance 37 may be formed as a sin 
gle unit for operation by a common shaft 39. A con 
denser 40 may also be connected across the thyristor 
36 to minimize interference from its operation at radio 
frequencies. 
An end of the shaft 39 projects through the cover 28 

and carries a knob or dial 41 for on and off operation 
of the switch 34 and setting of the resistance 37 as de 
sired. As shown in FIG. 8, the components of the dim 
mer attachment 27 may be compactly assembled and 
enclosed within the housing. 
The dimmer attachment 27 is removed from the 

proximity of the incandescent lamp when installed in 
the cord 21 and hence, heat from the incandescent 
lamp does not affect operation of the dimmer attach 
ment or its circuit components. 

It will be understood that various modifications may 
be made by those skilled in the art in the embodiment 
of the invention described herein without departing 
from the spirit of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
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4. 
1. In a portable incandescent lamp, the combination 

comprising: 
a. a conductor cord connecting an incandescent lamp 
socket to a source of alternating current; 

b. said cord being divided into two sections; 
c. mating electrical connectors attached to ends of 
each of said sections; and 

d. an adjustable dimmer removably connected be 
tween the connectors attached to the cord; 

e. said dimmer comprising a housing containing a 
lamp dimming circuit, 

f, said housing having recesses formed at opposite 
ends thereof; 

g. each of said recesses being shaped to receive one 
end of the connectors attached to the two sections 
of the conductor cord; and 

h. a pair of electrical contacts located in each of said 
recesses and being connected to the lamp dimming 
circuit; . 

i. each pair of said contacts detachably engaging with 
contacts of the connector received in said recess. 

2. In a portable incandescent lamp, the combination 
as defined in claim 1 which includes: 

a. means for polarizing electrical connections be 
tween the connectors attached to the sections of 
the conductors cord and the contacts carried by 
the dimmer. 

3. In a portable incandescent lamp, the combination 
as defined in claim 2 wherein: 

a. the polarizing means includes shaped walls formed 
on the connectors attached to the conductor cord 
and the recesses formed in the ends of the dimmer 
housing are shaped to receive one of the connec 
tors attached to the conductor cord. 

4. A lamp dimmer for removable connection in a 
lamp cord connecting a portable incandescent lamp to 
a source of alternating current which comprises: 

a. a split housing of insulating material; 
b. said housing having spaced ends and shaped reces 

ses formed therein; 
c. circuit means enclosed within said housing for ad 
justably controlling a supply of alternating current 
to an incandescent lamp; and 

d. a pair of spaced contact elements connected to 
said circuit and being located in each of said 
shaped recesses in the housing; 

e. said contacts being connected to the dimmer cir 
cuit in the housing. 

5. A lamp dimmer for removable connection in a 
lamp cord as defined in claim 4 wherein: 

a. the circuit enclosed within the housing includes: 
b. a thyristor connected in series between one of the 
contact elements of each pair; and 

c. an adjustable R-C network connected across said 
thyristor. 

6. A lamp dimmer for removable connection in a 
lamp cord as defined in claim 4 wherein: 

a. the recess in the housing are shaped to polarize 
connections to the contact elements contained 
therein. 
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